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SCENARIO 3 -  BALCOMBE 
DOWN 

 

 

DESCRIPTION 

Balcombe Down is a scenario of Brighton in 2030. In this scenario Brighton is challenged as a viable 

commuter centre for London workers.  Both volume demands and then rail infrastructure disasters 

challenge the city.  City uses a mix of transport solutions including public, private and autonomous 

and human directed. 

There is a mixture of public, private and personal transport options similar to today.    There is also a 

progression of transport technology with some autonomous vehicles, infrastructure supporting 

electric powered vehicles and the re-adoption of trolley buses.    

 

SCENARIO LOGICS 

 Brighton isolated from North-South rail routes by infrastructure failure (Unexpected Change) 

 Complex Transport Solutions – Public, Private and Personal with Automated and Human 
Directed vehicles (Progression of present) 

 

 

POINTS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

 New: Tunnel collapse, distributed intelligence, East-West business centres, drone vehicles – not 

just driverless AND passenger less too, Virtual Reality working, dominance of online shopping, 

public services for goods delivery 

 Trends: Virtual working increase, increasing retail moved online, increase in EVs (Electric 

vehicles), telemedicine 

 Continued: Employment, personal transport, hassle from vendors about service experience 

 Removed / Reduced: North-South rail links, tourism numbers from London and Gatwick 

 Returned: Local community as people live and work locally 
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TIMELINE 

Year Events 

2030 Replacement of rail links stalled by lack of public funds.  Third runway at Gatwick 

under development. 

2027 Optimised goods transport ring of drop off points established around city.  Ring 

supporting local delivery autonomous vehicle system.  City now popular for East-

West commuters. 

2024 Balcombe Tunnel collapses and Ouse valley Viaduct suffers instability problems. 

‘Island Brighton’ becomes a popular phrase. Emigration of commuters, adoption of 

remote working for some. 

2021 Increasing pressures on commuting to London.  New business developments along 

south-eastern towns in East Sussex and Kent.  New transport links and services 

developed for East-West commuting. 

TRANSPORT WITHOUT MOVING STORY 

Dean looked out of his apartment window into the park.  He saw that the rain had stopped and the 

sun had come out. This gave his eyes and mind a moment to readjust. It felt good to take mini break 

from his remote Virtual Reality work. Pulling his focus back on to the information projections on the 

glass pane, he saw his food delivery was on its way and on time.  He’d wait to pick up the delivery 

and still be able to get out for a walk around the park.   

The ‘Island of Brighton’ caused by the rail link failures at Balcombe wasn’t as bad as everyone had 

initially thought it would be.  It had accelerated the adoption of virtual working for former 

commuters and now even locals.  This had cut down the demands on people transportation 

considerably, but admittedly ramped up that of goods delivery.  At least homeworking made 

delivery easier as someone was usually there to receive things. 

He’d get his physical and social exercise by meeting some of the other virtual workers for a coffee 

(who thought coffee would ever come back in vogue?) Rather than transport organisation 

applications, ‘Whole of Life’ intelligent ones had taken off.  For the ‘Working Castaway’ it built in 

needs for travel, diet, exercise, shopping, payments and social. 

The proximity alert sounded telling him that the UGV (Un-crewed Ground Vehicle) delivery truck was 

arriving.  The advent of on-demand vehicles hadn’t cleared the streets of parked vehicles as had 

been anticipated.  Vehicles needed to rest-and-recharge near anticipated demand spots.  The UGV 

fleet making deliveries also needed somewhere to make drop offs and collections.  

Everyday shopping had moved online and the number of physical shops had declined. Legislated 

limits on vehicle deliveries led to city fringe bulk delivery points. These in turn were served by a few 

local delivery services co-ordinated across the vendors. Working like magic to co-ordinate retailers, 

delivery services and consumers it was known as ‘The One Ring to Deliver Them All’. 
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Dean walked out of his apartment block door to the vehicle.  An indicator light showed his bin bay.  

Once he took his goods, an automatic connection was made to a vendor representative.  The 

representative asked him to rate the quality of his order and delivery experience. As an on-demand 

tele-consultant himself, albeit for medical problems, he had some, but not too much, sympathy for 

the person making the call.  After taking his order, the empty vehicle moved off to wend its way back 

to the Shoreham distribution depot.   Now for that walk. 

During his walk, Dean pondered the changes in the city over the last ten years.  The mixed modes of 

transport for people and goods was REALLY complex.    It was interesting that it took a disaster and a 

reshaping of peoples working lives to bring people to optimise city traffic.  One solution for goods 

deliveries and then many options for personal journeys. 

 


